DIRECTOR’S ORDER

IN THE MATTER OF:

THE TECHNICAL STANDARDS AND SAFETY ACT 2000,
S.O. 2000, c. 16

- and -

ONTARIO REGULATION 213/01 made under the
Technical Standards and Safety Act 2000
(Fuel Oil)

Subject: Emergency Delivery of Fuel Oil to Premises without a Satisfactory Comprehensive Inspection

Sent to: Fuel Oil Distributors, Liquid Fuels Council, Fuel Oil RRG and Posted on TSSA’s Web-Site

Pursuant to subsection 36.(3)(a) of the Technical Standards and Safety Act, 2000, the Director, subject to the conditions herein, authorizes the use of and requires compliance with the following:

1. Notwithstanding ss.7(1) of Ontario Regulation 213/01 (Fuel Oil), a distributor may provide an emergency supply of fuel oil to a container or tank system that is connected to an appliance or work if the following conditions exist:

   a) the fuel oil is used for the primary heat source at the premises,

   b) the existing supply of fuel oil is low or depleted,

   c) the customer has an existing fuel oil account with the distributor, and

   d) a comprehensive inspection satisfactory to the distributor has been scheduled to be completed prior to March 31, 2007.

2. This Order does not apply to new accounts. All new accounts shall have a comprehensive inspection satisfactory to the distributor prior to supply of fuel oil.

3. This Order is effective immediately and terminates on March 31, 2007.

Dated at Toronto this 27th day of October, 2006

ORDERED BY:

Roland Hadaller, P. Eng.
Director, Fuel Oil Regulation,

Technical Standards and Safety Act, 2000